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Abstract—Adhoc mobile networks are very dynamic, self 

organizing, self healing distributed networks which support 
data networking without an infrastructure.  The user can use 
the network services efficiently and securely while moving, by 
using our proposed protocol. This protocol is used to store 
secured backup routes from multiple routes available between 
source and destination, in order to provide the next possible 
route immediately when the link fails during the data 
transmission. Furthermore, it incorporates security attributes 
as parameters into Adhoc route discovery. 
 

Index Terms—C Backup routes, on-demand routing, routing 
protocol, wireless networks.    

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless network enables communication between 

computers using standard network protocols, without 
network cabling. There are two kinds of wireless networks 
viz. Access point and Ad-hoc networks.  In access point , 
wireless network uses anaccess point or base station, which 
acts as hub providing connectivity between two different 
nodes, wired and wireless LAN, a  node and wireless LAN, 
etc., In ad-hoc networks, direct communication between 
nodes are possible by using wireless network interface cards, 
without any access points.  Because of its infrastructure less 
feature, ad-hoc wireless networks provide the facility for the 
user to use the network services while continually moving. 
The application scenario for the mobile adhoc networks is 
emerging in recent years. Three main parameters to be 
concentrated for the communication in mobile networks are 
secured routing \[11], service location issues \[4], routing  
and security \[8]. To overcome the problems faced in routing 
the data securely in the networks, we propose a new protocol 
for the same network which reconnects the nodes in case of 
link failure due to any disturbances.    

Each move of the mobile nodes will change the topology 
of the network in the transmission route.  Sometimes leads to 
the disconnection of link, because communication is through 
radio waves. When there is a poor environment and the 
distance between the nodes is large, disconnection may occur 
\[3]. Due to lack of trusted nodes, Mobile adhoc networks 
require specialized authentication protocol. To overcome the 
issues of malicious nodes which paralyze the network by 
inserting erroneous routing updates, replaying old routing 
information, changing routing updates or advertising 
incorrect routing information\[8], we propose an approach to 
routing that incorporates security levels of nodes in the path 
information.  
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Generally, routing protocols are categorized as table 
driven and on demand.  Table driven routing protocol 
maintain consistent and up to date routing information among 
the nodes in a routing table. On demand routing protocols \[6] 
discover a new route, when a route is required from the 
source to the destination node.  It serves the user¡¯s issue in 
adhoc mobile networks. Dynamic source routing protocol \[7] 
is one among many on-demand routing protocols. It includes 
two major phases, route discovery and route maintenance 
phase. In the route discovery phase, a source needs to find a 
new route to the destination by broadcasting a route request 
message with a unique request ID. When the destination node 
receives this request, it sends an acknowledgement message 
with path information to the source.  In the route maintenance 
phase, each node along the route detects the transmissions of 
data packet by a passive acknowledgement.  If a node does 
not receive the acknowledgement forwarding the packet 
along the route, a route error packet is generated by the node 
and sent to the original source node, informing the 
disconnection of link to the source \[7].  DSR has a long delay 
when a route is reconnected or rebuilt. To improve the quality 
of routing \[2] and protection \[14] in ad-hoc networks, we 
propose a secured on demand backup node setup routing 
protocol for these networks to reconnect the nodes 
immediately if any link failure happens during the 
communication using the backup.  

The security issues are emerging in dynamic adhoc 
networks at the routing level with a battlefield 
communication scenario. Most of the time, the adhoc 
networks \[5] has more than two parties and information must 
pass over some intermediate stages, nothing but the other 
nodes in the network. Therefore, the information flow must 
be secured \[8] from the third party devices even if it is on the 
flow. Since adhoc network is generally on air communication 
it is open for eavesdropping or interference \[1]. So these 
networks should be prevented from such kinds of attacks. In 
our proposed protocol, the sender can make decisions about 
the quality of protection by embedding security attribute 
along with the route request message in the route discovery 
phase. As the secured route is discovered, the data packets 
are securely transmitted without being hacked by 
unauthorized nodes.   

II. TRUST KEY GENERATION  
 A common trust key is given to all the group nodes. Any 

node that has the same trust key can participate in routing. 
Therefore, the key has to be generated by each node by 
installing a common proposed algorithm. The proposed 
algorithm works with respect to time. Initially, all the group 
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nodes are synchronized.  
Taking the system time as the input, the trust key generator 

converts into total seconds and the time is seconds¡¯ acts as a 
key for encrypting the route request packet. The trust key is 
added along with the route request for identifying the secured 
route. The route request packet size is increased in the 
proposed routing protocol. The trust key in all the nodes vary 
for every short time period ¡®Td¡¯ ,it should not be too small, 
so that the route request packet trust key should match with 
the intermediate node and destination node¡¯s trust key. Td 
 should not be too large, because the hackers might try to find 
the trust key to participate in routing. The trust key has to be 
moderate in order to provide secured routing process. 

III. SBRP PROTOCOL  
Our SBRP protocol involves three phases   
1. Secured route discovery across the nodes.  
2. Back up node setup.  
3. Route maintenance across the nodes.  
It requires three kinds of cache, RD request cache, Backup 

route cache and Fresh route cache \[3].  The RD request 
cache of a node is used to store temporary routing 
information in the route discovery phase. The Backup route 
cache is used to store back-up routes. The Fresh route cache 
is used to store the secured fresh routes after a data 
transmission process is finished.    

A. Secured Route Discovery across the nodes   
When source node S requires the route to destination D, S 

enters the route discovery phase and checks whether 
adequate ¡°fresh¡± routes to D are already available in the 
Fresh route cache.  If some ¡°fresh¡± routes to D in Fresh 
route cache are found, S runs Route confirm process. 
Otherwise, S runs new secured route discovery process to 
find a secured new route to the destination node.   

 

Fig.1 Secured route discovery process with trust key 
1) New secured  route discovery process  

Source node S broadcasts RD request to nearby nodes; RD 
request includes a sequence number field to distinguish the 
route discovery process from others , a route content field for 
node address along the path from S to D and the trust level of 
the source.  After the intermediate node receives RD request 
from an upstream node X (See Fig. 1), it inserts its address 
into the route content field of the RD request only if it is in 
the same trust level of the source by confirming the trust key 
and then sends this modified RD request to its neighboring 
nodes (excluding the upstream node X).  The RD request 
cache of the intermediate node also records the information, 
including the sequence number of the RD request and which 
neighboring nodes are sent only if the request is not 
duplicated. Otherwise, the duplicated request is discarded. 

2) Route confirm process  
If a “fresh” route is available from source to the destination 

in the Fresh_route cache, the source node S adds the secured 
fresh route from S to D to the RC_request and then transmits 
RC_request along this route. When it receives the 
RC_request, an intermediate node checks its Fresh_route 
cache to determine whether any other fresh route to D is 
included. If a ¡°fresh¡± route is available, the node copies 
RC_request and puts the route information in the route 
content field of the RC_request before transmitting the 
RC_request along this fresh route.  If no ¡°fresh¡± route is 
available, RC_request is transmitted downstream according 
to its route content field.  Eventually, after D receives the 
RC_request, RD_reply is sent back to S, and S sends packets 
through this original route.   

B. Backup node setup phase  
When RD_request or RC_confirm reaches the destination 

D, it may gather many secured routes with in a period ‘TC’. 
The nodes of those routes which D received are compared 
pair wise from beginning to end to find whether any two 
paths have a section in common.  The final node, excluding 
destination D, in such a section is the “backup node”.  A 
subset of backup nodes can be gathered from any two secured 
routes.  Then, all the subsets of backup nodes are joined and 
the BS_ packet that includes each backup node and the partial 
path from the backup node to the destination node are 
generated.  The destination node then uses BS_packet to 
separately setup the backup_route  cache of those backup 
nodes, where the BS_packet contains the sequence number of 
this secured routing process, the address of a back up node 
under the path from the backup node to the destination.  The 
backup nodes store the partial paths from the backup node to 
the destination node in their backup_route cache after they 
receive the BS_packet \[3]. 

C. Route maintenance across the nodes   
When a link fails, a node cannot continue to transmit.  The 

node sends an error message, link_fail_message, to an 
upstream node along the reverse current route. This message 
is used to announce the back up node alone in the route to 
replace the secured backup route. The alert message will not 
be passed by an upstream node until the message is returned 
to a backup node. When the backup node receives the 
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message of link failure, the secured backup route from 
backup_route cache is fetched to replace the route behind the 
backup node, and the source node S is informed to change the 
route. Thus, the node S sends the packets along the new 
secured route.  If backup_route cache includes no other 
secured backup route, then the node has lost the identity of 
the backup node. Under such circumstances, no backup node 
exists.  The source node will receive the 
link_failure_message and re-enters the route discovery phase 
to establish a secured new route to the destination.  After the 
destination node replies with a path back to the source as the 
current route for sending data packets, some secured backup 
routes are established and stored in backup nodes. If the 
current route is still alive, the situation that any node along 
the secured backup route moves will not influence the 
communication of the current route.  If the secured current 
route is broken and replaced by a back up route, it can still 
work even though a section of this backup route has failed.  
That is because the link which failed will be detected and an 
alert message will be sent to find another back up node. 
When S does not have the route to D, S will store the usable 
route into the Fresh_route cache and broadcast RE_request to 
announce all backup nodes that this data transmission process 
is ending. The RE_request packet contains the sequence 
number of this transmission process for distinguishing it from 
other process.  When the backup node receives RE_request, it 
will also save remnant secured backup routes from 
backup_route cache in Fresh_route cache. 

 

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
The performance analysis of SBRP is carried out by 

simulating the model of mobile Ad hoc networks in Network 
Simulator (NS 2). Simulations could be carried out with more 
complex scenarios using higher traffic rates. However, the 
simulations take much longer time to complete and the trace 
file generated by each run ends up to few MB of user space.  
After each simulation, trace files recording the traffic and 
node movements are generated. These files are parsed in 
order to extract the information needed to measure the 
throughput. Each node is placed at the random position in the 
simulated area mentioned in table 1.  After sending a packet 
to the next node, the packet is dropped if the sender does not 
receive an acknowledgement from the next node. The timer 
of SBRP is assigned a period of 20 ms. 

  Mobile Nodes  50 

Transport Protocol UDP 

Application  CBR 

CBR packet size  512 Kb 

CBR interval  0.05 sec 

Routing Protocol   ABRP 

Node Velocity  20 m/s 

Interface queue type Drop Tail 

Mac Type  802.11 

Max packet in ifq  50 

Topography  1600m X 1600m 

Table.1 List of Simulation Parameters 

The total number of packets received by the destination 
using SBRP routing protocol is higher than the ad hoc backup 
routing protocol. 

 
Fig.4 Throughput comparative graph of SBRP and ABRP 

Simulation of Backup routing protocol is carried out with 
security and no security. (Analysis is carried out between 
ABRP and SBRP). The throughput measured at every instant 
of time is shown in fig.4 the average through put graph is 
shown in the fig.5.    

 
Fig.5 Average Through put for ABRP and SBRP 

 

V. CONCLUSION  
The SBRP is an on-demand routing protocol in a mobile ad 

hoc wireless network. It discovers a secured route for 
communicating packet from source to destination through a 
trust key included in the route request packet. It addresses 
how to reconnect quickly when the transmission route fails 
and to retransmit the packets to the destination. According to 
the proposed SBRP, many secured routes can be found to 
reach a destination in a given period. Those routes, almost 
always more than one, from the source node to the 
destination node can be analyzed to obtain some good 
secured backup routes to support reconnection and 
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retransmission in a secured manner in case of  link failure. 
Issues such as Qos and multicast will be addressed to enhance 
the capability of the SBRP .Moreover, supporting hierarchy 
and heterogeneous interfaces in ad hoc wireless networks can 
also be considered in order to enhance the scale of 
application for SBRP. 
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